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the importance of a good night’s
sleep”.
Next, the researchers distributed
questionnaires to 202 guests as
they entered one of the restaurants
for breakfast. The guests who
completed the questionnaires
were all international travellers.
The largest proportion were from
Asia, followed by Europe and then
North America and the Middle
East. Gender and age were roughly
evenly balanced, but holiday
travellers outnumbered business
travellers.
They answered questions about
their satisfaction with the hotel,
their intention to return and how
they felt about the hotel’s sleep
management practices, ranging
from the choice of pillows (bed
amenities), room colour and light
intensity (room design) to the room
temperature (room environment).
Examining the hotel’s sleep
management from all angles –
from the perspective of customers
as well as managers, leisure as
well as business travellers – was
expected to provide holistic insights
into how hotels can best give their
guests a good night’s sleep.

Strategies for Sleep
Management
Rigorous statistical analysis of
the interview transcripts and
questionnaires provided important
theoretical and practical insights
into how each of the three sleep
management strategies related to
guests’ satisfaction and intention
to return, and how business and
leisure travellers reacted differently
to these strategies. Using these
findings, the researchers explain,
“hotels can put in place a series of
sleep practices in hotel rooms that
may help build good sleep hygiene
to improve the sleep quality of their
guests”.
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First, as expected, both groups
considered comfortable bed
amenities, a cosy room design
with heavy curtains and an easily
controllable room environment
to be important for a good night’s
sleep. All of these strategies
enhanced both their satisfaction
with the hotel and their intention
to return. However, there were
also differences between the two
groups of travellers. This, write the
researchers, “explains why hotel
guests give different feedback
on their sleep quality under the
same hotel room environment
conditions”.
To satisfy business travellers’
particular need for choice, hotel
managers could offer various types
of bed amenities, including soft or
firm mattresses, pillows of different
heights, cotton or duvet quilts,
or individual sprung mattresses.
To cater to the specific needs
of holiday travellers, hoteliers
should focus on providing clean,
welcoming rooms in warm colours,
with adequate control over room
temperature and humidity. More
generally, note the researchers,
hotel managers could provide
“specially designed and premium
bedding, thick walls and soundproof room design, aromatherapy,
and quiet zone floors for guests”.
The researchers acknowledge
that some travellers experience
personal issues that disturb their
sleep, such as jet lag or insomnia.
Dealing with these issues may
require more personalised services.
“Well-trained sleep specialists who
know how to enhance sleep quality
could be employed to provide
training to frontline staff as sleep
consultants and offer suggestions
to guests”, the researchers suggest.
More simply, offering hot chocolate
to guests could create a relaxing
atmosphere conducive to sleep.

Sleep as a Competitive
Advantage
“Although hotels have put
many resources into creating
a quality sleep environment”,
the researchers tell us, “their
effectiveness is variable”. This
study offers much-needed insight
into how hoteliers can best
invest their resources in sleep
management strategies that meet
the needs of particular groups of
travellers. Satisfying guests is not
only beneficial to their well-being,
but “essential to business success
and a determinant of hotels’ longterm survival”.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Good-quality sleep is vital to
well-being, but hotel guests may
experience difficulties sleeping in a
new environment.
• Hotels have invested a lot of money
in sleep-management strategies
to enhance guests’ satisfaction
and intention to return, but their
effectiveness is not always clear.
• Hoteliers should focus on improving
bed amenities, room design and
room environment to improve
guests’ sleep quality.
• Business travellers prefer a wide
choice of amenities, whereas leisure
travellers prefer clean, welcoming
and customisable rooms.
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Enliven Offerings with Social Media,
Luxury Hotels Urged
Social media may be the best
way for luxury hotels to tap in
to China’s enormous consumer
market, according to a groundbreaking study co-authored by the
SHTM’s Mr Xinhai Mou, Dr Lisa
Gao and a co-author. The global
luxury sector is growing, and in
an era of information overload,
platforms such as WeChat and
YouTube enable hotel managers
to bring luxury experiences vividly
to life. Drawing on a sample of
affluent Chinese consumers, the
researchers show how luxury hotel
managers can develop curated
social media content to meet the
needs of the world’s biggest market
for luxury travel.

China’s Luxury
Travellers
Living extravagantly is becoming
a new reality for many, the
researchers observe, as a rise in
disposable income worldwide
fuels the growth of the luxury
sector. Few market segments
offer a more promising target for
luxury brands than China, whose
consumers represent more than a
third of the global luxury market.
Hotels are no exception. To take
advantage of this enormous
market, hotel brands need to
attract affluent Chinese travellers
who seek unique, personalised
accommodation experiences.
The first task is to understand what
motivates Chinese consumers
to purchase luxury products
and services. “In China, material
success has become an essential
indicator of achievement”, the
researchers tell us. “Consumers
are motivated to purchase luxury
products to gain respect or

dignity and improve their social
status”. The researchers term
this motivation “need for status”
(NFS). Compared with their
Western counterparts, Chinese
consumers generally engage in
more conspicuous consumption
and have a greater NFS.
However, the researchers warn
that the situation may be more
complex than it seems. Despite
attaching great value to the social
benefits of luxury purchases,
Chinese consumers have
surprisingly limited knowledge of
luxury brands. Younger generations
and more experienced consumers
may not even view luxury as a
marker of social status. Yet despite
these important differences,
“little research in the tourism
and hospitality setting specifically
investigates Chinese luxury
consumers’ behaviours”. To help
hotels understand this growing
market segment, the researchers
set out to explore how Chinese
consumers with different levels
of NFS view luxury hospitality
consumption.

Luxury Hotels on
Social Media
No study of modern luxury
hospitality would be complete
without considering social media,
which have revolutionised the
interaction between luxury hotels
and their customers. Astonishingly,
the researchers write, “more
than half of luxury purchases are
influenced by others’ experiences
reported on social media”. By
posting on platforms such as
WeChat, Weibo and YouTube,
hotels can share their facilities,
décor and services with thousands

and even millions of users.
Meanwhile, uploading pictures
and videos to social media enables
consumers to impress others by
displaying tangible evidence of their
luxury consumption experiences.
“For example”, note the
researchers, “celebrities may post
pictures of luxury hotel experiences
such as high tea” to show off their
elegant and extravagant lifestyles.
Why do social media offer such a
good way to market luxury hotel
experiences? The researchers
explain this in terms of the sights,
smells, sounds and tastes conjured
in our minds by a particularly
evocative image or description.
Watching a YouTube video of
your favourite celebrity enjoying
afternoon tea at a five-star hotel
might make you hungry for more
than just cucumber sandwiches.
“If consumers imagine themselves
having enjoyable experiences at
luxury hotels”, the researchers
explain, “they are highly likely to
feel the urge to book stays at such
establishments”.
When consumers search online for
information on luxury hotels, the
kind of content they see may affect
the images that form in their minds.
For example, close-up photos or
videos give consumers the sense
that they are completely immersed
in what they see, whereas wideangle photos shot from a distance
offer a more detached view.
Consumers who wish to impress
others with their luxury purchases
may be particularly attracted to
close-up images that provide a firstperson perspective on hotels’ highend furnishings, well-appointed spa
facilities, Michelin-starred dishes
and so on.
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Real Luxury
Consumers
To test these ideas, the researchers
first created a series of social
media style photos intended to
vividly convey the experience of
enjoying afternoon tea at a luxury
hotel. Some were taken from a
first-person perspective. “They
were close-up shots of the delicate
workmanship of the porcelain and
delicious desserts, with no actors in
the field”. The rest were taken from
a third-person perspective. They
showed the dishes and cutlery
on the table, the diners and the
surrounding environment.
Next, the researchers showed the
photos to 200 Chinese consumers.
As they had all experienced
luxury services in the last two
years, from fine dining to firstclass flights, the participants were
defined as “affluent consumers
who could afford to engage in
luxury consumption”. They were
all familiar with social media. In a
questionnaire, they were asked to
indicate how immersed they felt in
the scenes shown in the photos,
and whether they would be likely
to recommend the hotel to others.

Advice for Managers
The researchers carefully analysed
the participants’ responses to
examine the intentions of realworld affluent Chinese consumers
to seek out luxury hotel
experiences after viewing social
media photos of luxury hotels.
Their findings have important
practical implications for managers
of luxury hotels in the new era of
Chinese tourism.
As expected, the participants who
wished to impress others with
their luxurious lifestyles preferred
the close-up photos of the hotel.
For affluent consumers with a
high NFS, the researchers explain,
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“viewing images from the firstperson perspective significantly
increases their intention to engage
in luxury hospitality consumption”.
In contrast, photos of hotels are
unlikely to have much effect on
affluent customers who lack the
desire for social status, “because
they do not feel the need to
distinguish themselves from less
affluent consumers”. They view
luxury consumption as a normal,
everyday activity.
As consumers with a high
NFS make up a big part of
China’s luxury market, efforts
to understand their behaviour
and meet their needs have high
commercial value. To attract welloff Chinese hotel guests keen to
distinguish themselves from others,
write the researchers, “hospitality
companies are encouraged
to create immersive and vivid
information for consumers online”.
When sharing photos and videos
on social media, they should focus
on capturing the tangible aspects of
the luxury experiences their hotels
provide, such as furniture, food
and amenities.
In China today, increasingly more
celebrities are posting photos of
their experiences at luxury hotels
on social media. These posts serve
as “subtle hotel advertisements”,
the researchers tell us. To stay
ahead of the curve, luxury
hotel managers and marketers
could invite celebrities and key
opinion leaders to post photos
of their hotels from a first-person
perspective. This would encourage
affluent Chinese consumers to
form concrete mental images of
luxury hotel consumption, making
them more likely to book a stay in
the future. “The potential power
of social media to influence final
hospitality-related consumption
decisions should not be ignored”,
conclude the researchers.

Future of Luxury
Luxury hotels have emerged as
a niche segment in the global
travel sector, making a sizeable
contribution to total hotel revenue
in recent years. Although luxury
hotels may still be the stuff of
daydreams for many, they are
becoming more affordable for
China’s enormous and increasingly
affluent consumer base. This
study not only shows luxury hotel
managers how to capitalise on the
world’s biggest market, but may
also shed light on the path ahead
in a time of global uncertainty.
The most effective kind of
luxury tourism today, suggest
the researchers, is “aesthetic”,
“escapist” and “immersive”, and
this can be realised through the
right social media strategies.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Luxury hotel brands must meet
the needs of their biggest market,
wealthy Chinese consumers,
especially the keen desire of these
people for social status.
• Evocative photos and descriptions of
luxury hotels on social media elicit
vivid mental images that encourage
luxury consumption behaviour.
• Viewing images of hotels from the
first-person perspective makes
Chinese consumers more likely
to engage in luxury hospitality
consumption.
• To attract Chinese consumers, luxury
hotel managers should create vivid,
immersive social media content that
emphasises the tangible aspects of
the luxury hotel experience.
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Are Residents the New Tourism
Ambassadors?
Local people may be the best
ambassadors for tourism in their
home towns and cities, according
to SHTM Ph.D. graduates Dr Philipp
Wassler and Dr Liang Wang, and
the School’s Dr Kam Hung. Building
a brand for a destination is an
effective way of attracting tourists,
but destination marketers rarely
consider the needs of residents –
the biggest and potentially most
influential group of stakeholders in
any destination. The researchers
note that local communities can
make or break a destination brand,
and their marketing may be far
more cost-effective, authentic
and persuasive than traditional
advertising. Surveying residents
from Hong Kong, famously
branded as “Asia’s World City”,
this pioneering study offers
important empirical insights into
how residents’ voices can help
tourism destinations to differentiate
themselves in an increasingly
globalised and competitive market.

Brand Identity
Destination branding is a way to
promote a tourist site by building
a brand that conveys its unique
identity. A good destination brand,
note the researchers, is the sum
of the experiences and stories
a place has to offer, making the
destination instantly recognisable
to tourists. As attracting tourism is
a critical strategy for local economic
development, communities, cities
and even countries can benefit from
creating a memorable brand image.
However, this may not be an easy
task. Indeed, as the researchers
note, “few destination brands can
be regarded as truly successful”.
Although we know much about
branding products and services,
destinations are far more complex.

“Destination brands represent not
only intangible goods and services”,
explain the researchers, “but also
places, people, and ideologies,
which cannot be simply packaged
and sold”. Therefore, destination
marketing organisations (DMOs)
must consider a wide range of
stakeholders – not just tourists.

branding: unlike the employees
of corporations, residents are not
paid to market their home towns or
cities. To make matters worse, write
the researchers, “many past studies
have focused on the negative
consequences of negative brand
attitude among residents, instead of
their positive behaviours”.

Chief among these stakeholders
are local residents. Tourism has
huge economic, socio-cultural
and environmental effects on
host communities. “Some of
these effects are positive”, write
the researchers, “but many are
negative”. For example, although
tourism growth may help residents
to escape poverty, it may also
damage the local landscape, bring
traffic congestion and even erode
the area’s culture and traditions.

Seeking to fill these gaps in the
literature and ultimately help DMOs
better market local tourist sites,
the researchers developed a novel
theory to explain residents’ role
in destination branding. When
local people feel that they and
their community are represented
accurately by a destination brand,
they are likely to feel a greater
affinity with the brand, known as
“self-congruity”. In turn, note the
researchers, “residents’ identification
with a destination brand is a strong
catalyst for different types of brand
advocacy”. It may reduce their
resistance to tourism campaigns
and increase their support for brand
development and promotion,
“finally transforming them into
brand ambassadors”.

This places residents at the core
of a destination’s brand identity.
As the researchers explain, “the
sustainable development of a
tourism destination is closely
contingent on participation
and support from residents”.
Understanding residents’ needs can
help DMOs to tailor their branding
strategies accordingly. Local people
also represent a rich but untapped
resource for destination marketers.
Nobody knows a place better
than those who live there, which
makes marketing by residents
more cost-effective, less biased
and more authentic than traditional
advertising.

A Novel Theory
Surprisingly, however, little is
known about what motivates local
people to support a destination
brand. Studies have ignored
the vital difference between
corporate branding and destination

Conversely, if residents feel that
they have been misrepresented by
a DMO, they may refuse to help
maintain or further develop the
brand. Some may even organise
public resistance or launch counterbranding campaigns. Indeed, note
the researchers, “residents’ possible
sensitivity about their representation
within a destination brand is
a persistent issue”. In today’s
increasingly globalised world,
conveying the complex identity of
a community and its inhabitants is
becoming ever more important. For
example, Hong Kong may be “Asia’s
World City”, but its history, culture
and people are unique.
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